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THE FOUR IRISH LITERARY

NOBEL LAUREATES
 RIPPLES OF ULYSSES,
2000, Regis University,
Denver, Colorado.

PROLOG

 THE THREE JOYCES,
2000, was inspired by the
photograph of a group
of friends; Martin Hart,
Rowan Gillespie and
Roger Kohn standing by
a second version of THE
RIPPLES OF ULYSSES,
2000, in the garden of the
Merrion Hotel, Dublin
(bottom).

n 2000, the Jesuit fathers of Regis University in Denver,
Colorado, commissioned the Irish sculptor, Rowan
Gillespie, to create the embodiment of Irish literary genius
James Joyce to preside over their campus. For Rowan, this
was a mammoth task, for it required him to come to terms
with both the eccentric writer and his hugely complex
masterpiece, Ulysses. Rowan recalls that it was as if Joyce
himself was directing the work, his photographs covering the
walls as the artist’s workshop became an intimate setting in
which their relationship was able to develop and flourish.
The result was an epiphany for the sculptor. A life-size
Joyce, cast in bronze, stands proud in the center of a series
of eighteen, flat bronze segments, each laboriously
engraved with a passage from one of the episodes from the
book. The resultant RIPPLES OF ULYSSES shows the
master surrounded by his genius, enhanced and given
resonance by a gentle trickling of water beneath the
segments. An almost duplicate version of RIPPLES stands
in the garden of the
Merrion
Hotel
in
Dublin. Five years later,
Regis commissioned
Rowan to embody the
essence of the Jesuit
priest and poet Gerard
Manley Hopkins, who
is depicted kneeling
before God, his poetry
an offering.
A
desktop-sized
bronze, THE THREE
JOYCES, inspired by
RIPPLES and depicting
Joyce at three salient stages in his life, was acquired by
Brian P. Burns who donated it to Boston College in
Massachusetts, the largest member of the Association of
twenty-eight American Jesuit Colleges and Universities, in
December 2001. The piece was to be displayed in the
prestigious John J. Burns Library in the leafy, historic
Boston suburb of Chestnut Hill.
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 Hon. John J. Burns, A.B., LL.B., S.J.D., LL.D.
(1 May 1901 – 11 May 1957 )
Judge Burns was a 1921 alumnus of
Boston College. His portrait, painted in
1986 by Robert Alexander Anderson,
hangs in the Ford Tower
of the Burns Library.
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 The installation of ‘Burst the Heart
Open’, an exhibition of Irish paintings.
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 The first four buildings of
Boston College's Chestnut Hill
campus; St Mary's Hall, Gasson
Hall, Devlin Hall and Bapst Library.
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 Rowan Gillespie delivers THE
THREE JOYCES to Bob O’Neill at
the Burns Library in 2001.

LEE PELLEGRINI, JOHN J. BURNS LIBRARY, BOSTON COLLEGE

he Irish-American business
entrepreneur, CEO of San
Francisco-based BF Enterprises,
business attorney and philanthropist, Brian P. Burns was named as one of the
Greatest Irish Americans of the twentieth century by
Irish America magazine in November 1999.
He is the founder and principal benefactor of the John
J. Burns Library of Rare Books and Special Collections,
housed in the spectacular Bapst building at Chestnut Hill,
designed in the English Collegiate Gothic style. It has been
described as the most beautiful library in America. Renovations
during the mid 1980s transformed the entire north wing of the
building into a state-of-the-art facility. Brian Burns, along with his brother John J. Burns
Jr and sister Alice, dedicated the library in 1986 to their father, the late Honorable John
J. Burns. Three generations of the family now give financial support to the institution.
The library is therefore a constantly evolving tribute to Judge John J. Burns; a
remarkable man who was born in 1901 and graduated from Boston College in 1921. From
mowing the lawns at Harvard in his youth, Judge Burns returned first as a brilliant student
with a prodigious intellect and later as a professor of law, who, at twenty-nine, became
the youngest Superior Court Justice in Massachusetts history. He rose to high office in
Washington under the Roosevelt administration and was appointed by Joseph Kennedy
as first counsel of the newly formed Federal Securities and Exchange Commission (the
SEC) and thereafter as Special Council for the newly created United States Maritime
Commission before establishing a highly regarded national law practice in Boston and
New York, becoming William Randolph Hearst’s attorney and executor. Judge Burns died
in 1957.
The former President and now Chancellor of Boston College, Father J. Donald Monan,
SJ, has been the spiritual father and a constant friend to the Burns Library. Father
Monan’s brilliant successor, the current President, Father William P. Leahy, SJ, has
continued to provide strong support. Under the directorship of
Professor Thomas Hachey of the Center for Irish Programs,
another true friend of the library, and the inspired librarianship of
Dr Robert O’Neill, now celebrating his twenty-sixth year of tenure,
the Burns Library has become one of the world's foremost
research collections. It documents the life, history, music and
culture of the Irish people, boasting over 275,000 volumes, 16
million manuscripts, artifacts, maps, paintings, photographs,
architectural records and associated ephemera dating from the
late eighteenth century to the present day. It is also home to rare
books and manuscripts, US Congressional archives, an Irish music
center, university archives, Jesuitica, special collections and an
extensive digital archive; fast becoming a leading center for digital
scholarship. Its literary collections of Ireland’s greatest writers,
including the Nobel Literature Laureates George Bernard Shaw,
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THE HONORABLE JOHN J. BURNS LIBRARY,
BOSTON COLLEGE
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 Seamus Heaney shortly after
winning the Nobel Prize and,
right, his wife Marie,
photographed alongside a
bronze bust of her in the late
1980s. From the Bobbie Hanvey
Archive in the Burns Library.
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 George Bernard Shaw on his
ninetieth birthday, 1946.

LEE PELLEGRINI, JOHN J. BURNS LIBRARY, BOSTON COLLEGE

 The Concord Theater Project
stage Samuel Beckett’s Waiting
for Godot in Boston College’s
Robsham Theater.

Samuel Beckett, William Butler Yeats and Seamus Heaney, are ranked among the finest
in the world. Funding for the Irish Collections comes principally from Brian P. Burns and
his family, the John J. Burns Fund and the Brian P. Burns Fund, with additional support
from special endowments for Irish acquisitions.
Brian Burns met with W.B. Yeats’ son, the late Senator Michael B. Yeats in Palm Beach
in 1993 to discuss the acquisition of the library’s Yeats Collection. The library first
acquired the manuscript of Yeats’ unpublished first play, Love and Death which has been
digitized and transcribed and is now in the public domain – a significant addition to his
canon. The meeting in Florida spearheaded a fundraising campaign to make the major
acquisition possible in 1999. With the assistance of Michael Yeats, his wife Mrs Grainne
Yeats and Boston College, Mr Burns was able to secure literary manuscripts,
photographs, drawings, caricatures and over 300 pieces of correspondence. The Yeats
Collection is now second only to that in the National Library of Ireland.
The Shaw Collection was acquired in 2002 and contains more than 3,400 items
comprising over 3,000 books and other printed materials including manuscripts, letters,
photographs, artwork and several framed portraits and posters. The materials date from
the early 1880s to 2000. It documents the great Anglo-Irish author's multifaceted life,
from his dramatic and literary works to his social activism.
Their Beckett Collection, amassed between 1991 and 1994, contains over 400
manuscripts, correspondence, press files, posters, photographs, publications, theater
programs and other papers by the 1969 Nobel Laureate and includes the immortal lines,
written to Alan Schneider, the American director of the première of his masterpiece
Waiting for Godot in 1956: “I feel my monster is in safe keeping.”
The Seamus Heaney Collection contains original
manuscripts and correspondence, as well as published editions
of his poems and articles by or about him. In 2001, the library
acquired the first tranche of more than 11,000 photographic
negatives by the prominent award-winning photojournalist
Bobbie Hanvey of County Down, Northern Ireland that
document the major political and cultural figures and events
throughout the “Troubles". Included are more than 700 photos
of the 1995 Nobel Laureate and his wife, Marie.
In 1989, to promote greater awareness and use of their
impressive holdings, the Burns Library established a “Visiting
Scholar in Irish Studies Chair” with a generous gift from the
Burns Foundation. A distinguished scholar, writer or artist who
has made significant contributions to Irish cultural or intellectual
life is brought to Boston College for either a semester or a full
academic year. The first of twenty-six incumbents in 1991 was
Alf Mac Lochlainn, the former Director of the National Library of
Ireland.
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THE BRIAN P. BURNS COLLECTION
n 1978 Brian Burns became the youngest ever director of the American Irish
Foundation formed by Presidents John F. Kennedy and Eamon de Valera to
encourage American charity for Ireland. Under the presidency of Ronald Reagan, he
engineered its merger with the Ireland Fund, creating the hugely effective “American
Ireland Fund”. He has since worked diligently to aid the Irish economy and has been
instrumental in furthering the Northern Ireland peace process.
Inspired by his Dublin art dealer and friend, Willie Dillon, Mr Burns began to immerse
himself in Ireland’s history and culture. His remarkable art collection, according to Susan
Moore of Apollo magazine, is based on his hope and expectation that a people with such
great literary and musical gifts should, surely, also be able to paint? He was not alone in
knowing little about Ireland’s then relatively unsung visual artists at that time, and set
about, in his own words, “to teach Americans” with what he calls his “visual, tapestry”
that the Irish contribution to the visual art world has been immense.
Over the last forty years, Mr Burns and his wife Eileen (below) have amassed the
finest and most extensive collection of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Irish art
outside its homeland, including pieces by Sir John Lavery, Sir William Orpen, Roderic
O'Connor, William Leech, Paul Henry and Jack Yeats as well as contemporary artists
such as Rowan Gillespie. He is keen to stress that he has made many lasting
friendships along the way.
In 1996, a selection of paintings from the Collection entitled “America’s Eye: Irish
Paintings from the Collection of Brian P. Burns” was shown at the McMullen Museum
of Art, Boston College, later moving to the Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery of Modern Art
in Dublin. A year later, Paul Mellon’s British Art Center at Yale University hosted an
exhibition entitled, “Irish paintings from the Collection of Brian P. Burns”; an expanded
version of the earlier show. Visitors were greeted by a rare copy of the proclamation of
Irish Independence; the exhibits being further contextualized by books and manuscripts
from the Burns Library. This created a narrative of the development of Irish identity
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BRIAN SMALE

 Exhibition catalogs from
“America’s Eye”, 1996 and
“Island: Arts from Ireland”, 2000.

 Brian and Eileen Burns at home
in Palm Beach with Liam and Oscar.
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through that most shameful period in British history, when a million Irish people died
in what was then part of the richest and most powerful nation on earth. The exhibition
was a testament to the heroism that produced such great literature and art.
In May 2000, at the invitation of Ambassador Jean Kennedy Smith, a version of this
exhibition called “Island: Arts from Ireland” was opened by then President of Ireland
Mary McAleese to inaugurate a new gallery at the prestigious John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts in Washington DC, as part of its Arts from Ireland Festival.
More recently, in 2007, a selection of forty paintings from the Collection were shown in
the Phoenix Art Museum in Arizona. Art and Antiques Magazine has named Mr Burns
one of America’s top 100 art collectors.
THE NOBEL LAUREATES COMMISSION
n the spring of 2012, Brian Burns phoned Rowan Gillespie to ask if he knew anyone
who might like to sculpt a bust of Ireland’s 1995 recipient of the Nobel Prize in
Literature, Seamus Heaney, to complement THE THREE JOYCES in the Burns Library.
Rowan saw this as a golden opportunity for himself, to work with a man whom he
admired enormously and whose work had been a source of inspiration on numerous
occasions. But at the time he was deeply engaged in TITANICA, a depiction of the
resurrected embodiment of the spirit of the ill-fated Titanic,
bound for the prestigious new Titanic Centre in Belfast.
However, Rowan met Seamus at an exhibition opening in
Dublin and asked if he would be prepared to sit for the bust. In
Rowan’s words, Seamus was “sweet and charming as usual”
when he arrived at the sculptor’s Clonlea Studios in Blackrock,
south of Dublin for a comfortable afternoon sitting with tea and
banana bread.
Mr Burns then added... “actually, we’d love to have Beckett as
well...” This increased the stakes considerably. Rowan had
sculpted a bust of Samuel Beckett once before – actually three
busts – for a proposed three times life-size public sculpture on
St Stephen’s Green in Dublin. But like Beckett’s character Godot
in the play of that name, the project never quite materialized due
to a lack of funding.
From that point it was a small step indeed to envisage a
triumvirate – Heaney, Beckett and Shaw – three giants of the
Irish literary scene. The power of three is seductive. Inspired by
a visit to the new George Bernard Shaw theater at Carlow in the
south-east of Ireland, Rowan found himself almost instinctively
including the great man without imagining that Mr Burns might
show an interest in acquiring the whole set.
On seeing the completed work on Rowan’s website, Brian
Burns decided that W.B. Yeats, the fourth Irish Literary Laureate
must also be included. Rowan quickly agreed. He had sculpted
William Butler Yeats once before, in 1990. The literary giant
stands proudly before the Ulster Bank in Sligo cloaked in his
genius – his texts having been applied laboriously by hand in
Rowan’s workshop prior to casting.

I

 Rowan Gillespie adding the
finishing touches to TITANICA,
2012, in his workshop.
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 SAMUEL BECKETT,
maquette, 1989.
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 The late Senator Michael
B.Yeats unveils the Rowan
Gillespie sculpture of his father,
W.B.YEATS in Sligo, 1990.

 The yellow suited W.B. Yeats,
1989. Rowan improvised a new
technique to apply each letter to
the wax skin of Yeats (created
around his life size clay model)
with softened black “spaghetti”
wax, rather like icing words on to
a cake. He then painted it over
with “mansion wax” to make it
more robust before encasing it in
a plaster mould. The mould was
then heated so that the wax
melted and drained away, to be
replaced by molten bronze. This
is the “lost wax” process for
which Rowan has become
internationally renowned.

n 1895 Alfred Nobel, the Swedish scientist, inventor, entrepreneur, author and
pacifist, wrote his last will, leaving much of his fortune to honor “outstanding
achievements in physics, chemistry, medicine, literature, and for work in peace”
equally, in the form of the Nobel Prize. A fifth part of the prize, therefore, was to be
awarded each year where applicable to “the person who shall have produced in the
field of literature the most outstanding work in an ideal direction”. Between 1901 and
2012, one hundred and five Literature Prizes have been awarded to one hundred and
nine Laureates (there have been four joint prizes) in nearly all peacetime years.
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YEATS
illiam Butler Yeats (born 13 June 1865, Dublin; died 28 January 1939,
Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, France) was the first Irishman to be awarded the
Nobel Prize in Literature in 1923 “for his always inspired poetry, which in a highly
artistic form gives expression to the spirit of a whole nation”.
He was born in Sandymount, Dublin but the family moved first to Sligo in the west
of Ireland, which Yeats always regarded as his spiritual home, before moving to
England. He returned to Dublin when he was fifteen. The Yeats family members were
highly artistic; his father was a brilliant portraitist and his brother Jack, a close friend
of Samuel Beckett, became internationally renowned as an expressionist painter. His
sisters Lollie and Lily became leading lights in the Arts and Crafts Movement.
An early fascination with the Pre-Raphaelites turned to Irish mythology and folklore
and the writings of William Blake, whom he described as one of the “great artificers
of God who uttered great truths to a little clan.” Yeats is generally regarded as one of
the greatest English language poets of the twentieth century, with seminal works such
as The Wild Swans at Coole. He was a Symbolist poet, in that he used allusive imagery
and symbolic structures throughout his career. At his Nobel acceptance speech at the
Royal Academy of Sweden, he presented himself as a standard-bearer of Irish
nationalism and Irish cultural independence. He died at the Hôtel Idéal Séjour, in
Menton, France, in 1939.
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 W.B.Yeats
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SHAW
he 1925 Nobel Prize in Literature was awarded to George Bernard Shaw (born 26
July 1856, Dublin; died 2 November 1950, Ayot St Lawrence, UK) “for his work
which is marked by both idealism and humanity, its stimulating satire often being
infused with a singular poetic beauty”. Shaw actually received his award the following
year, as the criteria specified in Nobel’s will for that year were not met. He refused to
accept the money for his Nobel Prize, saying, “I can forgive Alfred Nobel for inventing
dynamite, but only a fiend in human form could have invented the Nobel Prize”.
Shaw was born in Synge Street, Dublin. He was educated at the Methodist Wesley
College Grammar School before moving to a private school near Dalkey, south of
Dublin. He developed a lifelong animosity towards formal education, saying "Schools
and schoolmasters, as we have them today, are not popular as places of education
and teachers, but rather prisons and turnkeys in which children are kept to prevent
them disturbing and chaperoning their parents."

NOBEL FOUNDATION, WIKIPEDIA

T

 George Bernard Shaw

BECKETT

HEANEY
he 1995 Prize was awarded to Seamus Justin Heaney, also born on 13 April, but
in 1939 in Casteldàwson, Northern Ireland “for works of lyrical beauty and ethical
depth, which exalt everyday miracles and the living past.”
The first of nine children, he attended Anahorish Primary School, winning a
scholarship to St Columb’s College, a Roman Catholic boarding school in Derry.
Much of his poetry is a response to both the beauty and the threatening nature of
his rural childhood, his first published volume being Death of a Naturalist (1966), which
was an immediate success. The opening poem, Digging, evokes the landscape where
he grew up and exalts the passion with which his ancestors farmed the land. Living
through the “Troubles” in Belfast in 1969, he was moved to “embrace the general
human situation” from a staunchly Republican perspective, having been raised as a
Catholic child in a predominantly Protestant Ulster. He found a powerful metaphor for
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 Samuel Beckett

 Seamus Heaney at the Irish Poets
Conference, Slieve Donard Hotel in
Newcastle, Co. Down in September
1988. From the Bobbie Hanvey
Archive in the Burns Library.
BOBBIE HANVEY ARCHIVE, JOHN J. BURNS LIBRARY, BOSTON COLLEGE

amuel Barclay Beckett (born 13 April 1906, Dublin; died 22 December 1989, Paris)
was awarded the 1969 Nobel Prize “for his writing, which – in new forms for the
novel and drama – in the destitution of modern man acquires its elevation”. He made
a major contribution to “The Theater of the Absurd” with masterpieces such as Waiting
for Godot and Endgame and published numerous essays, reviews and novels of which
Murphy and Malone Dies are perhaps the best known.
Beckett was brought up in a wealthy Protestant family in Foxrock, County Dublin.
Educated privately, he graduated from Trinity College Dublin in French, Italian and
English in 1927. Initially a great admirer of the linguistic virtuosity of his friend James
Joyce, he moved inexorably towards a “deconstruction” of traditional realism. Like the
anorexic sculptures of his friend Giacometti, Beckett's work grew ever more austere
and minimal.
He moved to Paris in 1938 and joined rive gauche society, playing chess with the
Dadaist Marcel Duchamp. Under German occupation he joined the French Resistance
and as a result of his bravery was awarded the Croix de Guerre and the Médaille de la
Résistance by the French government. Beckett died from emphysema and possibly
Parkinson's disease at the age of eighty-three.
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An ardent socialist and journalist, he wrote for the Fabian Society and became
internationally renowned for his oratory and wit. In 1895 he founded the London School
of Economics. He wrote more than sixty plays, among them Arms and the Man (1894),
Caesar and Cleopatra (1901), Man and Superman (1905), Major Barbara (1905),
Pygmalion (1913) and Saint Joan (1923), and was also an essayist, novelist and shortstory writer. In 1939 he won an Oscar for his screen adaptation of Pygmalion into a
Hollywood movie. A further adaptation in 1956 led to the blockbuster musical My Fair
Lady. The story follows the Pygmalion myth about a Cypriot sculptor who carved a
woman out of ivory and promptly fell in love with her. Cupid gave her life and and the
two were married.
In 1906 Shaw and his wife moved into a house in Ayot St Lawrence, a small village
in Hertfordshire, England. He died at the age of ninety-four from renal failure, brought
on by a fall while pruning a tree.

 Shaw and Yeats in clay,
Heaney in bronze.
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 Shaw, Beckett, Heaney in clay.

 NOT I – A TRIBUTE TO
SAMUEL BECKETT (detail)

the political turmoil and ensuing violence in the peat bog archaeological discoveries
made in Ireland and northern Europe.
In 1999, Heaney won the Whitbread Book of the Year Award for the second time, for
his translation of the thousand-year-old Anglo-Saxon narrative epic Beowulf, narrowly
beating a J.K. Rowling book from the “Harry Potter” series. The resulting publicity from
this bizarre contest helped Beowulf to the coveted number one slot in the UK’s
bestseller list.
He was made a Commandeur de l'Ordre des Arts et Lettres in 1996 by France, in
recognition of his contributions to literature. A professor of poetry at both Harvard and
Oxford, Seamus Heaney is now widely recognized as one of the major poets of the
twentieth century. Many critics have called Heaney “the greatest Irish poet since Yeats.”
Asked how it felt having his name included in the Irish Nobel pantheon featuring Yeats,
Shaw and Beckett, Heaney responded: "It's like being a little foothill at the bottom of
a mountain range. You hope you just live up to it. It's extraordinary."
THE BUSTS
owan relishes the challenge of getting to
know and then sculpting a great creative
genius. But to breathe life into a clay model, the
first stage of the bronze casting process, he must
first undertake painstaking research into every
aspect of his subject. Photographs from every
angle, researched on the internet, adorn the
walls of his workshop as he immerses himself in
the character. His plan from the outset was to
position life-size busts at head height, so that the
viewer comes face to face with the great
personage as though he were flesh and blood.
Eye contact is immediate, so the modeling of the
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 Seamus Heaney posing with the
wax model of himself at Rowan’s
Clonlea Studios workshop, 2012.
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 The engraving process is both
time consuming and unrelenting.

eyes is perhaps the most crucial stage of the process. An old
proverb claims that “the eyes are the window of the soul”.
Deadeye syndrome will kill a sculpture. Rowan has developed
his own techniques through trial and error, sometimes using
a round ball of clay inside the socket, as with Beckett and
Shaw. Intricately, he then scoops out the iris and fills the scoop
with a smaller ball, which is then flattened to give an outline
before making a further small indentation
The next stage – to create a duplicate – is even more critical
and time consuming, as it must mirror the first eye perfectly
in stereoscopic harmony. It must convince – the task being to
bring an inanimate object to life.
The intention was to age each of his subjects to the year of
their Laureat Prize. Shaw, aged sixty-nine posed few problems.
His ample beard, prominent brows with spikey eyebrows,
receding hairline and smallish, prominent ears make him
instantly recognizable. Beckett at sixty-three was easier still, his every feature deeply
sculpted by nature. A crop of wild hair, furrowed by his own hand. And John Minihan’s
wonderfully dramatic chiaroscuro photographs conceal nothing. Yeats was interesting.
As Rowan’s much-admired Sligo sculpture showed the master at an earlier age, he
now had to reacquaint himself with an older and more mellow personage of fifty-eight.
Vanity forbade anything but the same three-quarter view in historical photographs, so
some guesswork was involved.
Seamus Heaney at sixty-six presented perhaps the biggest challenge of all. Rowan
was able to work from life but had to rejuvenate Seamus, now seventy-three, a little,
with the help of past photographs. A little hair had to be added to create a fringe and
sideburns extended. He asked Seamus to suggest a few lines from one of his poems
to inscribe on to the base of the sculpture. The sitter suggested the final line of Digging,
but Rowan thought, why not inscribe the whole poem on the column? Seamus also
mentioned The Butts, which, on reading, Rowan thought so wonderful, that it, too, must
also be included. Then while doing Beckett, he realized that all four sides could
accommodate an entire Beckett play.
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owan had already decided that the Laureates must be displayed at head height to
communicate with the viewer. The heads would now be supported by their bodies
of work. Rowan has explored this avenue before; the Sligo Yeats is cloaked in his words
and the Denver and Dublin Joyces are surrounded by literary segments. Hopkins kneels
before his genius. So the Irish Laureates were to sit on elegant columns of darkly
patinated brass, each side inscribed with passages carefully selected from their vast
canons of work. An initial idea to allow the heads to swivel and then snap back into a
frontal position was rejected. Samuel Beckett’s mouth sits just above the title of his
play Mouth, so for the entire concept to work in harmony, it was necessary for the
Laureates to face forward in passport photograph style poses.
Flat brass sheets were cut to size and laid beneath Rowan’s now aging, milling
machine. The modus operandi now tried and tested, he keys the carefully selected
passages into a workshop computer and the cutting device engraves in the style of the
artist’s own handwriting. Bronze dust and flying shards fill the air, so breathing apparatus,
goggles and protective gear must be worn. The cacophony of noise – metal on metal
tempered with lubricating oil – is unrelenting. Constant supervision is required throughout
the operation in case of breakdowns, which is slow, painstaking and very messy.
MAXIMS FOR A REVOLUTIONIST – A TRIBUTE TO GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, is the
title engraved on the base of Shaw’s likeness. The title is taken from his list of “Maxims
for Revolutionists” an appendix from the play Man and Superman. The text on the front
panel begins with Act 1 from Man and Superman: “Roebuck Ramsden is in his study...
Even the top of Roebuck’s head is polished...”. The front panel ends with the final part
of Maxim number 131, “Good Intentions”, which states “Hell is paved with good
intentions, not with bad ones. All men mean well.” The panel to the left dips into Act 1
of Pygmalion (right) and gives a description of the heroine Eliza Doolittle who is to be
transformed into a “lady” by the arrogant, obsessive professor Henry Higgins. The back
panel contains some of Shaw’s best-known quotations, beginning with the audacious
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 Beckett, top and Heaney, above.

“Few people think more than two or three times a year; I have made an international
reputation for myself by thinking once or twice a week.” The panel to the right continues
in a similar vein with “The single biggest problem with communication is the illusion that
it has been achieved.”
NOT I – A TRIBUTE TO SAMUEL BECKETT. The play Not I takes place on a darkened
stage. A single beam of light illuminates a woman’s mouth. Her character, called, simply
“Mouth”, pours out a torrent of jagged sentences, relating incidents from her life which
she insists did not happen to her... hence the title Not I. Rowan has selected four excerpts
from the play, with the beginning at the front and the ending at the back.
DIGGING – A TRIBUTE TO SEAMUS HEANEY begins with his earliest work on the front
panel, Digging: ”Between my finger and my thumb The squat pen rests: as snug as a
gun.” Seamus Heaney’s father dug potatoes, his grandfather turf; his own metaphorical
spade is the pen – three generations of diggers. The front panel ends with The Butts, a
brilliantly executed, revealing, sensory look into his recently deceased father’s wardrobe.
TERRIBLE BEAUTY – A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS begins with the sombre
Easter 1916, when 1,500 men seized key buildings and an Irish Republic was proclaimed
from the General Post Office in Dublin. So, the front panel is political, the left panel
celebrates his turbulent relationship with Maude Gone, the back is his epitaph and the
right panel his best known works such as The Fiddler of Dooney and the magical lyric
poem, The Song of Wandering Aengus. And, from The Municipal Gallery Revisited, there
is Brian Burns’ personal Yeats favourite, “Think where man's glory most begins and ends,
and say my glory was I had such friends.”
THE CASTING, PATINATING AND FINISHING
owan Gillespie is almost unique among the bronze-casting fraternity in that he
works completely alone. From the inception of an idea for a sculpture, thru the
modeling, engraving, casting, welding and finishing processes to transportation and
installation. He even found time to take most of the photographs in this booklet.
In his biography, Looking for Orion, I describe his workshop as a Hammer Horror film
set rather than a studio and foundry. Cast body parts are strewn around and heavy-duty
chains and pulleys are augmented by cutting-gear, extreme voltage and gas canisters.
This is a dangerous environment; too dangerous for anyone not intimately acquainted
with the processes and techniques. Out of necessity, he must cast his subjects in
workable sections. Like some latter-day Dr Frankenstein he must then assemble the
constituent parts, weld them together
seamlessly and then breathe life into them.
The complex finishing processes are
largely instinctual – the final patination
controlled to reflect the emotional nature
of the subject. Rowan’s iconic FAMINE
(1997) sculptures on Custom House Quay
in Dublin have a rough-hewn, rusty
patina – the bronze is cracked and raw to
define that most devastating moment in
Irish history, the Great Famine of 1845-49.
In sharp contrast, KISS (1990) which
stands in Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin has the
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 FAMINE, 1997 (detail) and, right,
THE KISS, 1990 (detail)
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smoothness of finish required to enhance that tender moment an instant
before a loving couple’s lips meet.
The treatment of the Laureates lies somewhere in between. The busts
have a raw, unpatinated finish to give a soft matt look, slightly textured to
reflect the vast textural achievements attained by these literary titans. To
seal and protect the porous surface of the bronze, Rowan applied a dark
brown metal “finishing” wax with a toothbrush.
In my capacity as builder and custodian of the www.rowangillespie.com website, I
uploaded a slide show from Rowan’s fine photographs. We waited, tentatively, for a
reaction from across the pond. Thankfully, there was immediate approbation from Brian
Burns in Palm Beach, Bob O’Neill the distinguished Burns Librarian in Boston and Tom
Hachey, the celebrated Professor of History and Executive Director of the Center for Irish
Programs at Boston College. These illustrious gentlemen had each played a vital part in
securing the Laureates sculptures for the Burns Library so it was paramount to receive
their endorsement.
Shaw, Beckett and Heaney were modeled, cast and patinated together – the three
erudite gentlemen constantly aware of each other’s development throughout the complex
process. As always, it was best to work on the elements of the project simultaneously to
ensure that scale, demeanour and patination synchronized. Elevated by their
achievements, the Laureates stood side by side outside the workshop, acclimatizing to
a moist Hibernian autumn. The commission fully realized, Rowan was contemplating
the logistics of packing crates and dispatch when a call came from Brian Burns. On
seeing the completed triumvirate on the internet for the first time, the very charismatic
and astute Mr Burns said, “Rowan, what I want to hear you say is that we need Yeats to
complete the set!”
The challenge was both alluring and irresistible. The sculptor relished the opportunity
to revisit Yeats at a more venerable age, aware that the temporary clay models from his
earlier subjects were still sitting in his studio, making the task a little less daunting. But
to achieve parity of scale, texture and patina with limited time available would be more
challenging, necessitating total recall. The demands on good casting are enormous and
it was particularly difficult to match Yeats’ complexion to that of his compatriots.
Additionally, the bard was bespectacled. Occasional theft of the spectacles from the
earlier sculpture in Sligo had demanded several coast-to-coast trips for the sculptor
to weld new pairs onto his nose. Although this fate is unlikely to befall the
more mature Yeats in the Burns Library, spectacles do present an
interesting conundrum. As discussed earlier, the treatment of the eyes is
paramount. In life, the convex lenses in Yeats’ spectacles made his eyes
appear larger from the front. Should the sculptor then retain the integrity
of the eyes or compensate for the aberration by making the eyes bigger?
Inserting lenses into the frames was not an option, so Rowan decided to
opt for making the eyes a little larger, scooping out the whole iris to imitate
a slightly myopic “stare”.
Yeats was developed in the workshop while the other gentlemen waited
expectantly outdoors, eventually meeting so that their patinations could be
equalized. To aid the readability of the texts, Rowan decided to darken the
patina of the inscribed columns by applying extreme heat from a blowtorch
before the normal sealing of the bronze surface with wax. The Laureates
will darken slightly with age, but as they are to live in the comfortable
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climate-controlled atmosphere of the library, away from the ravages of the New England
weather, this will be a gentle process over time.
My first reaction, on seeing the four Laureates in person as I arrived in Ireland to
photograph them on a rainy day, was the sheer variety of form and distinguishing facial
characteristics; this and the interaction between them. On their pedestals Shaw looks
towards Beckett. Heaney mirrors the look with a sly, sideways glance. Yeats gazes
forwards showing no emotion. They are to be paired on either side of the majestic
Thompson Room; the four Nobel Literary titans overseeing the library’s vision for the
twenty-first century and beyond with gravitas.
Brian P. Burns set out to endow Boston College with a fine compilation of Irish cultural
achievement that would do justice to the memory of his father and, through the Burns
Collection, redress the woefully inadequate perception of Irish art in America. What he
has achieved through the Burns Library must surely have exceeded his wildest
imaginings. His extraordinary Collection of Irish art is the finest in America. Together the
two collections blend seamlessly to showcase an
unparalleled richness of Irish culture.
Without the titanic vision of one man, none of this
would have been possible. There is little doubt that his
father is gazing down with immense pride on Brian
Burns. The Honorable John J. Burns Library has become
the world’s premier repository of Irish cultural heritage
outside Ireland, its constantly evolving, well-funded
digital archive ensuring that it remains at the cutting
edge as a world-class research facility.
Roger Kohn, Sunningdale, 2012

From "The Municipal Gallery Revisited”
W.B.Yeats

